
Monolithic* and Vertically Integrated+ Pixel Detectors** 
E h d N t ki f f t R&DEnhanced Networking of future R&D

I t d tiIntroduction

Chris DamerellChris Damerell
RAL

* comprises CCDs CMOS MAPS CCDs in CMOS CMOS in CCDs  comprises CCDs, CMOS MAPS, CCDs-in-CMOS, CMOS-in-CCDs, …

+  a.k.a.  3-D or ‘stacked’ technology

** detectors not sensors so includes mechanics power cooling
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  detectors, not sensors, so includes mechanics, power, cooling, ….



• Vertical integration has great potential, but there are many applications 
(including those needing larger pixels) which will remain monolithic.  There 

i id bl h ll f ti i d i l h ll ti dremain considerable challenges for optimised signal charge collection and 
sensing, for various scientific applications beyond ‘standard’ imaging

• Bell Syst Tech J, 49 (1970) 49 Bell Syst Tech J 49 (1970) 593
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Bell Syst Tech J, 49 (1970) 49 • Bell Syst Tech J, 49 (1970) 593
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Boyle and Smith having fun at Bell Labs, 1974
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Steve Watts having fun in the t6 beam, CERN 1980             1 mm2 of raw data



A pixel detector provides maximum information per layer, free of ghost hits, 
and has a proven record for excellent pattern recognition in high multiplicity 
jet-like events (ACCMOR Collaboration)

1 mm2 of sparsified data

200 GeV ‘jets’, Clean pattern recognition by two pixel planes of 250 kPix each, respectively  
1 and 2 cm from the IP

Fred Wickens on shift 1984 ‘Doesn’t this look like charm decay?’
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Fred Wickens on shift 1984, Doesn t this look like charm decay?                                               
[ It proved to be our first D+ ]



SLD vertex detector:

Installed 1995Installed 1995  

307 Mpixels

Layer thickness 0 4% X0Layer thickness 0.4% X0

Rbp = 25 mm
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• Since then, there has been an explosion in R&D for all sorts of novel monolithic 
pixel sensors to be used as vertex detectors (see today’s talks)

• Some of those from HEP groups have led to new instruments for science suchSome of those from HEP groups have led to new instruments for science, such 
as x-ray astronomy: pnCCDs for XMM-Newton, and DEPFETs for XEUS

• For vertex detectors, there are two major systems now under construction:

• MIMOSTAR (164 Mpixels) for the STAR detector at BNL

• A DEPFET-based vertex detector (5.9 Mpixels) for SuperBelle at KEK

• For ILC vertex detector, technology choice is wide open between ~ 10 options

• For ILC tracking, there’s a new suggestion for a Silicon Pixel Tracker (SPT) of   
~ 40 Gpixels – this is realistic given the timescale: see Gerry Luppino’s plot~ 40 Gpixels – this is realistic, given the timescale: see Gerry Luppino s plot

• Using DSM CMOS technology (possibly including SOI and/or vertical 
integration) radiation hardness can be greatly enhanced.  Are these technologies 
beginning to be interesting for sLHC?  (see today’s talks)

• Large area rad-hard systems are of interest for SR applications – we will hear 
from Heinz Graafsma, as well as other experts in the discussion
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from Heinz Graafsma, as well as other experts in the discussion



ILC vertex detector
• Numerous groups are pursuing R&D for ILC vertex detectors.  There are 
several  options; all use monolithic or vertically integrated technology (hybrid
pixel detectors, used at LHC, would be too thick for ILC physics needs)

~ 1 Gpixel, 3 times the size of SLD’s vertex detector

Ai i f f ll l l dd i t t b b 2012Aiming for full-scale ladders in test beams by ~2012
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ILC tracking system

ATLAS t k t i lATLAS tracker material 
budget – similar for CMS

Frequently-suggested ILC goal

• Will there be any prospect of achieving this goal, without changing the y g g g g
sensor technology (silicon microstrips)?

• The ILC tracking review panel (Feb 2007) doubted it, but it may become 
possible if pursued with a vigorous R&D programme

• Silicon Pixel Tracker (SPT), proposed at Sendai ILC workshop in March 2008, 
offers a possible solution, with ~ 40 μm thick sensors bonded to SiC foam 
substrates, and very low, steady electric current, by reading out slowly 
b t b h t i (200 i t l )
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between bunch trains (200 ms intervals)



SPT – a possible pixel architecture

sense node

transfer gate

SPT pixels (~50 μm diameter): 

4T readout

• 3 tiny transistors inside ring-shaped transfer gate in p-well, so shielding implant not needed

• ‘Deptuch funnel’ – need only ~50 mV per stage (and couldn’t be much higher, if one uses a    
0.18 μm process, limited to 3 or 5 V)
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• Optional linear register for time slicing – this would need a shielding implant

• Both funnel and register have been fabricated by e2V for confocal microscopy:  100% efficient 
for single photoelectrons – noiseless, by using LLL (L3) linear register



Diameter of outer active ring ~ 100 μm

[David Burt, e2V technologies]
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ILC SPT tracker - ~ 40 Gpixels – realistic?
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“There is one thing stronger than all the armies in the world; and that is an 
idea whose time has come”
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Enhanced networking (1)

• So what do we mean by ‘enhanced networking’ of R&D in this field?

• The following are my personal suggestions, influenced by many discussions 
ith ll t ti t th ILC t ki i M h 2007with colleagues starting at the ILC tracking review, March 2007 …

• Our regional directors (Rolf Heuer, Young-Kee Kim and Fumihiko Takaski) 
are now appointing a 6-person Coordination Board

• The following suggestions, and others from our discussion session today, 
simply represent ideas to be considered by that Board.  The structure they 
decide to implement may be quite different … 

--------------------------------------------

• Form a world-wide ‘technology network’ between all interested groups and gy g p
collaborations

• This means groups developing pixel detectors for particle physics, SR 
instrumentation, x-ray astronomy, electron microscopy (for detection of 
charged particles and x-rays; not visible light, IR, neutrons, …)

• Some groups may have reasons not to join this network at startup, but may 
decide to come in later, or not at all – we are not obliged to recruit the entire 

ld!
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world!



Enhanced networking (2)
• The role of the Coordination Board will be to coordinate the network (NOT to 
impose any form of control on the community).  Their first job may be to select 
a chairperson

• Their second job may be to decide on a list of network topics, for example:
– monolithic detectors - architectures
– monolithic detectors – manufacturing options including foundries

mechanics and cooling– mechanics and cooling
– EMI issues (estimation, evaluation, mitigation) – fascinating differences of opinion 

among experts about the Faraday cage …

M b 10 t i i t t l ti l f th it– Maybe ~10 topics in total –suggestions welcome from the community

• Their next job  may be to assign a ‘topic facilitator’ to each.  To avoid a top-
heavy structure, maybe each of them (other than the chair) could take on such 
a role selecting 4 more from the community to cover all topicsa role, selecting ~4 more from the community to cover all topics

• Maybe this wider Network Group should meet ~ monthly by phone.  Their 
first task could be to gather information, for their first annual report

• These reports could be presented at the host labs (rotating round the three) 
with the others connected by phone.  They could be reviewed by committees 
within those labs (maybe LHCC, Fermilab PRC and KEK PRC).  Alternatively, 
the labs may set up some joint world-wide review procedure
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the labs may set up some joint world-wide review procedure



Enhanced networking (3)
• During or after the first year, as the topic facilitators become established as 
‘community experts’, they with their community may take steps to encourage 
synergies and stimulate resource sharing, eg:

– build on existing MPW arrangements (CERN/IBM, Fermilab/Tezzaron, …
– initiate MPW arrangements with other companies (eg, 3 options with Jazz, 

including high-end 4T PPD buried channel pixels, developed by Janesick et al)
t bli h h d lib t d EMC f iliti– establish shared, calibrated EMC facilities

• The Network Group may have specific responsibilities, eg:
– administer travel budgets for exchange visits, on offer from the host labs
– arrange special open meetings, for example at TIPP09 workshop in Tsukuba next 

March, and linked to other major conferences (eg NSS-MIC)

• A valuable resource: industry or near-industry gurus who are fountains of 
knowledge regarding activities for all application areas (including ones theyknowledge regarding activities for all application areas (including ones they 
aren’t allowed to discuss with us in detail):

– Jim Janesick, Dave Burt, Peter Poole, Goji Etoh, B Dierickx, Jan Bosiers, …
– It will be most productive for topic facilitators to get to know them personally, p p g p y

rather than merely invite them to give public lectures at our meetings.  They’ll be 
able to provide a lot of valuable information ‘off the record’, then edit draft 
reports, to avoid risk of divulging proprietary information

• Maybe membership of the Network Group should normally be for 3 years, 
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y p p y y
with possibility of renewal



Feedback from LCWS

• In discussions last week at LCWS 2008 in Chicago, opinions were mixed

• Some felt these suggestions wereSome felt these suggestions were
– too complicated
– too little/too much
– too diffuse/too prescriptive

• Many others before, during and after the meeting, said that they think it’s a 
really good idea, and let’s get on with it

• So what do YOU think? [Plenty of time for discussion this afternoon]• So what do YOU think?  [Plenty of time for discussion this afternoon]

• and remember, whatever we think, it will be for the Coordination Board to 
take the real decisions.  We are fortunate to have Hans-Guenther Moser (the (
first person named as member of the Coordination Board) chairing today’s 
discussion
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Possible pitfalls

• Take great care not to appoint people to the Network Group who primarily 
want to push their personal interests.  I was told last week of one candidate p p
who ‘could wreck it completely’

• Don’t initiate another workshop series.  I agree with colleagues that there 
are already too many To some extent information flow is reduced because ofare already too many.  To some extent, information flow is reduced because of 
fragmentation into too many workshops and conferences

• I don’t agree with those who claim we all know what is going on anyway, soI don t agree with those who claim we all know what is going on anyway, so 
current levels of networking are all we need.  Counter-examples

– Re-invention of ISIS (which had been published in SPIEE, and even marketed!)
– Deptuch funnel concept

i ti f th h i l– re-invention of the chronopixel
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Conclusions

• I share the optimistic outlook of many colleagues over the past few months, 
stated again last week in Chicago, perhaps influenced by the time and the g g , p p y
place:

‘YES WE CAN!’YES WE CAN!
--------------------

• One of the first jobs of the Coordination Board may be to choose a name

• How about theHow about the 
Pixel Networking Group

(or is PNG the acronym for a terrorist group or something equally bad?)( y g p g q y )
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Possible structure (for discussion)

Pi l N t ki G (PNG)Pixel Networking Group (PNG)

Coordination Board (6)

~12 topic facilitators, ONE per 

R&D GROUPS

top c ac tato s, O pe
topic

• The Coordination Board coordinates the PNG; it doesn’t coordinate the 
R&D groupsR&D groups

•Topic facilitators could include up to 5 CB members

•Being a topic facilitator offers a physicist/engineer the opportunity toBeing a topic facilitator offers a physicist/engineer the opportunity to 
become an acknowledged world expert – good for one’s career
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Additional material
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ISIS – Andrei Nomerotski

Operating principles:p g p p

1. Charge collected under a photogate

2. Charge is transferred to 20-cell storage CCD in situ, 20 times during the 1 ms-long 
traintrain

3. Conversion to voltage and readout in the 200 ms-long quiet period after the train
(insensitive to beam-related RF pickup)

4. As in CCDs and pinned phtodiode imaging pixels (aka 4 T pixels) the output gate 
decouples the charge collection from the charge sensing function, which can 
dramatically improve the noise performance
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5. 1 MHz column-parallel readout is sufficient



ISIS combines CCDs in pixel transistors and
Global Photogate and Transfer gate

5 μm

ISIS combines CCDs, in-pixel transistors and 
CMOS edge electronics in one device: non-
standard process

Proof of principle device (ISIS1) designedche
s

ROW 1: CCD clocks

Proof-of-principle device (ISIS1) designed 
and manufactured by e2V Technologies – works 
fine

ISIS2 (a prototype close to design goals)-c
hi

p 
lo

gi

hi
p 

sw
itc

h

ROW 2: CCD clocks
80 μm

ISIS2 (a prototype close to design goals) 
designed at RAL (Konstantin Stefanov and Pete 
Murray), due for delivery from Jazz 
Semiconductors next month:

O
n-

O
n-

chROW 3: CCD clocks

ROW 1: RSEL

Modified 0.18 μm CMOS process with 
CCD-like buried channel and deep p+ 
implants.  Single level (non-overlapping) 

Global RG, RD, OD

RG  RD    OD  RSEL  

poly for collection and transfer gates

Jazz have had success with mixed CMOS-
CCD pixel structures, for example with Jim 

Column 
transistor

Janesick, so we have some confidence …

Currently 80x10 μm storage pixel: goal is 
80x5, leading to 20x20 imaging pixel as 
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transistor shown (slightly trapezoidal)



3-phase, pixels 
~5x3 μm (WxL)5x3 μm (WxL)

• The ISIS concept, a prior invention for optical imaging, has led to high speed frame-burst 
cameras for visible light – DALSA Corp. Initially 106 frames/s, now developing 108 frames/s

• These use a pure CCD process: a challenge as been to produce a CCD structure in a• These use a pure CCD process:  a challenge as been to produce a CCD structure in a 
CMOS process.  Explored since Jan 2004 with DALSA, Tower, Zfoundry and Jazz

• Jazz is restricted to a brief BC activation step (~30 s at high temperature) and to non-
overlapping gates (effective gap ~0 25 μm) in their 0 18 μm opto process see simulation
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overlapping gates (effective gap ~0.25 μm) in their 0.18 μm opto process – see simulation 
above by Konstantin Stefanov



Baseline settles to a 
different level after each 
reset, due to kTC noise

‘uncorrelated double sampling’

~50 μs

uncorrelated double sampling
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50 μs



one of 11,000 sensors 
8x8 cm2 Cutout view without endcaps

• SiC foam support ladders, linked mechanically to one another along their length

8x8 cm Cutout view without endcaps

SiC foam support ladders, linked mechanically to one another along their length
• 5 closed cylinders (incl endcaps, not shown) will have excellent mechanical stability
• ~0.6% X0 per layer, 3.0% X0 total, over full polar angle range, plus <1% X0 from VXD 
system (goal)
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system (goal)
• 30 Gpixels is in line with trends in astronomical wide-field focal plane systems by 2020



RG OD RSEL

Pinned Photodiode (PPD or 4T) - Konstantin Stefanov
RG                      OD      RSEL

p+ pinning implant

TG

h t di d

substrate (p+)

n photodiode
shielding p+

PPD IP offered since ~5 years ago by numerous foundries for imaging
Pinning implant results in fully depleted n layer
Charge transfer gate TG decouples charge collection from sensing permittingCharge transfer gate TG decouples charge collection from sensing, permitting 

correlated double sampling and low noise (10 e- ENC quoted)
Large area PPD pixels being developed at RAL
Possible problems with inefficient transfer induced by small potential 

fluctuations in the photodiode area
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Photogate (PG) - Konstantin Stefanov

RG                      OD      RSELTransfer 
GateCollection gate(s)

n buried channel
shielding p+

substrate (p+)

Charge transfer allows correlated double sampling and low noise (10 e- possible)g p g ( p )
LCFI is developing the underpinning technology for the ISIS
Charge transfer is fast due to funnel action (next slide)
Possible problems with inefficient transfer due to barely buried channel and inter-Possible problems with inefficient transfer due to barely buried channel and inter-

gate gaps (consequences of developing a combined CCD-CMOS process)
Hope of success with Jazz Semiconductor – currently merging with Tower
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50

PG pixel – possible layout
50 μm

Transfer gate 
(TG)

Full-area  graded-potential 
photogate (PG)

2
1

(TG)p g ( )

Funnel, thanks to Grzegorz Deptuch

V5<V4<V3<V2<V1<VTG

Time slicing or stamping 
requires a deep p-well of size 
to be determined, to shield 
the CMOS electronics

5

3
4

VOD is held between V1 and VTG

Very small sense diode (SD) 
linking to 3T cct inside the TG ringTG (ring)

collected charge confined in 
pixel by channel stop

the CMOS electronics

20 μm

( g)

μ

n-channel 
Depletion edge

Central p-well (~5 μm 
diameter) housing 3-T cctInterface between epi and p+

Note: Charge collection directly to TG contributes to the signal.  Unwanted charge collection 
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directly to the tiny sense diode may be negligible, so a shielding deep p-implant may not be needed
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O ti l t (l b l h t b l l di ill d d l ddOptimal geometry (long barrels, or short barrels plus discs, will depend on ladder-
end details that are not yet defined for any technology
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End view of 2 barrel ladders (‘spiral’ geometry)

SiC foam, 4-8%
1 readout chip/sensor

wedge links at ~40 cm 
intervals**

devices will be 2-side 
buttable so inactive

Sensor active width 8 cm, 
with ~2 mm overlaps in rφ

thin Cu/kapton tab (flexible for 
t li f) i b d t

buttable, so inactive 
regions in z will be     
~ .2 mm ( ~ 0.2%)

stress relief), wire bonds to 
sensor Sensor thickness ~100 μm, 

inner 30 μm active

**  single layer Cu/kapton stripline runs length of ladder, double layer in region 
of tabs (~5 mm wide) which contact each sensor.  Single Cu/kapton stripline 
runs round the end of each barrel, servicing all ladders of that barrel

Bottom line: potential material budget ~0.6% X0 per layer, but much design 
and R&D needed to establish mechanical stability, including shape stability 
wrt push-pull operations (taking advantage of stress-free 3-point kinematic 
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p p p ( g g p
mount)



SLC Experiments Workshop 1982, 
just 8 years before start of SLC
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